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Foreword

Medicine in the V/estem world is in a state of crisis. Increasingly expensive
eveloped to deal with diseases that are
styles, such as lung iagcer, chronic
se, or a deteriorating and increasingly
uncaring social environment which shuffles off its problems into various
institutions, one of which is the hospital. Despite this effort and money
being invested, often by well motivated people, our general health is deteriorating. So new ideas are needed, new systems of health care have to
be explored.

The Chinese health system offers a radical new approach to health care
which is becoming increasingly attractive to those of us who seek a way
out of our present crisis. The devolution and de-mystification of medical
skills which lead to the involvement of everyone in their own health care,
and this within the context of au evidently caring society is the basis on
which the Chinese health system is built.
How have they done it? What problems are still to be surmounted? And
how much is applicable to us? There is a wide range of information available which can help to answer these questions, of which the lecture by the
late Joshua Horn which is included in this booklet is an outstanding example. The annotated bibliography which follows gives access to a fund
of information, all of which is available at the Library of the AngloChinese Educational Institute. Many of the references are from Chinese
publications and this booklet is thus complementary to Shahid Akhtar's
important source book,* which contains a comprehensive reference to
articles written about the Chinese system by Western authors.

Information available through both these publications should be sufficient to answer most questions on health matters, and so they constitute
au important source of iruly radical health readings.

For ease of reference the bibliography has been listed under separate
headings covering the main aspects of health care in China. Some items in

the first general section of the bibliography appear later under specific
disciplines, thus allowing for some analysis of the contents of these books.
In each section, books, if any, are listed first, followed by periodicals
and any separate articles and newspaper cuttirgs which warrant inclusion
in the bibliography. The prefix B and PN to the numbered references
denote Books or Periodicals and Newspapers.

*

Akhtar, Shahid: Health Care in the People's Republic of China. International
Development Research Centre, Canada, 1975.
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The Mass Line

When I went to China I thought that I was going there to teach surgery
and I suppose I did a little bit. But by far the greater part of what I did
there was to learn, to learn about how to change the world, how to change
people and horv to build the society of the future.
Now, although the Chinese experience applies principally and first and
foremost to China, nevertheless I think there are certain things in Chinese
experience which have a worldwide relevance. And this is the reason why
I am very happy to tell you about thern.
Since I was first in China in 1936, for only a few weeks as a young ship's
doctor, there have been tremendous political and economic transformations.
But far above these in long-term irnportance and durability is the transformation of the people. When I got back to China in 1954, I could see that
the Chinese people were just as Chairman Mao had said. He said they had
stood up. They stood up all right. They were walking upright, their heads
up, purposeful; they knew what they were doing and why they were doing

details.

Robin Stott, Consultant Physician
March 1976.
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family went to the People's
for fifteen years as a sureturning to Britain.
When this booklet was originally planned, it was hoped that Dr Horn
would write an introduction, 6ut his iecent death, following a severe heart
attack on a re-visit to China, prevented this'
Instead, we have been able to include as an important part of this booklet, a sfightly edited version of a filmed lecture Joshua Horn gave to a
large audience in New York in 1971.
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and where they wanted to go.

And of all the transformations that I saw in China then, the one that
struck me most forcibly was that of the position of women. Because
women in old Chlna were doubly oppressed. They not only had all the
feudalism, capitalism, imperialism and everything else, but their inner,
family relationships, the traditions of feudalism weighing heavily upon
them with child-marriage, no rights, concubinage, all these things which
reduced them to an extremely low and poor position in society. But now,
they were standing up and walking about as if they owned the country,
which of course they did. And do.
But I am not going on with generalities. I want to talk about some
concrete things from my medical experience which try to show, to explain
to some degree how all this was achieved.
First and foremost I must say that the prerequisite for all the achievements of People's China was that in 1949 the Chinese labouring people
took control of their own destiny. They seized power in the country and
they have exercised power and never more
threw and utterly destroyed the old regime
barons, and the mandarins and of the co
which was subservient to Imperialism. They established the rule of the
labouring people. of the workers, the peasauts. And that was the prerequisite for everything that came afterwards. And there was another
method, and you will see this when I describe the medical experiences,
another method which was also a key to opening many doors and overcoming many difficulties. And that was, what the Chinese call the mass line,
which means, confidence that the mass of the ordinary people, given the
right inspiration, drive, motivation and leadership, can accomplish miracles

or timid, hard-working or lazy,If they had these attributes and they wanted
to go, then they were in line for selection.
A selection process was put into operation. Of course, tiere were many,
many volunteers, but finally we landed up with 32, and. we lived together
with them in this medical school for the next four months, in the winter

land can change everythiDg. And change everything for the better. This is
lwhat the masses of the people can do.
Now, the word masses (of the people) I have discovered since I came
back to the western world (the word "masses") doesn't always have a very
good connotation. People think of masses as being, you know, mindless,
blue ants, blue outside, yellow inside, just a mass of people, mindless,
nameless, no individuality. But this is not what is meant by masses. Masses
are the people who do the work, the ordinary people, whether they work
as automobile workers, or as doctors, or as teachers or as clerks or as
peasants, they are the masses. And we are the masses too.
The operation of the mass line has played a vital part in China's advance. For example, in the old days, in China's countryside there was no
medical service. There was a sprinkling of traditional-type doctors, and
virtually no modern-type doctors in China's vast hinterland. One of the
tasks that new China inherited was to provide a medical service where
none existed. And to accomplish this, reliance was placed upon the mass

period.

I would not have believed it possible, that in four months we could
Iearn, together with these young p€asants, the rudiments of medicine. I

line.

I'd like to tell you in concrete terms from my own limited personal experience how we, in my hospital, added our five ceuts worth. A mobile
medical team was organised cousisting of a slice down the hospital staff.
From directors, surgeons, professors, physicians, residents, junior doctors,
nurses, cooks, bottle-washers, Iavatory workers, administrators, gardeners,

purpose. They were tailor-made for the job, with simple line drawings, and
so on.

First of all, whe
we built a medical
umbia or anything

where we were going to work,

rvard Medical College, or Colourselves. We, the members of

And whert you've got that'into your head, quickly before you forget it, you
start seeing patients.

where we could accommodate twenty-five patients. And where we could
open our medical school.

I
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then, knowledge advanced on a broad front, interest was maintained, all
aspects of the education they were receiving seemed to be purposeful.
Then, in March, the land started to thaw, and they were needed back
on their farms, not as doctors but as peasants. They went back, and they
were peasants earning their living by the sweat of their brow, as they had
done before. But with a difierence, because now, if anyone got ill, or if
any of their neighbours, their fellow workers, fellow villagers, had anything

!
i

be along lines appropriate to that.
All tlis is neri', all'this is in the process of developing but it is envisaged
that throughout iife they will raise their professional level, their technical

skill.

tions, including the question of what attributes a doctor should have.
Some people think that the most important attributes are to have a lot
of degrees, to have gone through a lot of specialist courses, to have a good
bed-side manner, and so on. I'm not belittling the imponance of professional skill, and mastery of modern techniques. But in my opinion, the
most important attribute that any doctor can possibly have is the determination to put the interests of his patients before everything else, to
devote his whole life to the service of his patients, of his fellow men. If he
has this drive, if he has this motivation, he's a good doctor. And if he
doesn't have it. he falls short of being a good doctor no ma-tter what his
technical or professional level is.
Peasant doctors have this determination to be of service to their fellow
men. To whatever degree their technical or professional knowledge falls
short of the ideal, that can be put right in time. And will be put right in
time. Because to have a sense of responsibility towards your patients means
that you also have the determination to equip yourself with the knowledge
and skills to serve their needs. It's part of the same thing.
So I say to those good people who say, ah well, what kind of doctors
are they? they don't really count
I say they do count. I say this is the
- is not an expedient, this is not just a
this
kind of doctor of the funrre
- doctors of the future will be trained, rooted
stop-gap measure. This is how
among the people. They will come from the people, they will be motivated
by a desire to serye the peoplg they will not be separated from the people,
by their income, their dress, their motor cars, where they live, or anything
else. They'll merge with the people and serve them to the best of their
ability. And the whole state will help them to do this, by giving them the
facilities for studying, for learning for application of their knowledge and
above all by mafting sure that they never lose their roots among the people.
And these peasant doctors will always remain peasants.
And I'd like to give you another example of how the mass line operatesl
in Chinese medicine. Venereal disease is a big problem in the western'
world today. A long time ago Ehrlich invented the first anti-syphilitic drug.
V/hen he did many people were opposed to its use. Because, they said, if
you put this drug on the market, it will eliminate syphilis and the result
will be promiscuity. They needn't have worried. And when a much more

powerful drug, penicillin, came on the scene, the same arguments were
advanced. I think every country in the world, in the western world, is
facing a situation in which the venereal disease rate is by no means depoorer
country to the richer country.
- So British
aoctors go to Americi, and Indian doctors come to England.
This is the world-wide direction of medical personnel, except in China,
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creasing but is increasing.
In China, venereal disease has virtually been eliminated. For the last eight
or nine years that I have spent in China, I did not see one case of infectious
syphilis, active syphilis. Now, you might say, I was a surgeon, and it wasn't
my iob to see such cases. But I had a good friend whose iob it was. He

in the Venereal Disease Institute. He hadn't seen one either.
And the reason why he hadn't seen one is because there aren't any. A whole
generation of medical students is growing up not knowing what infectious
venereal disease looks like. But it doesn't matter, it's gone and it will never
come back. I say that my friend worked in the Venereal Disease Institute.

worked

He did, but he doesn't now, because they have closed it down. There's no
more need for it.
All right, then,
, which I'm sure you are all asking
anyway, how was
by the application of ttre mass line
and by the

people

we'll check up".

are the sources of venereal disease?

The sources of venereal disease are Imperialism, troops invading your
country or your troops invading another country, civil war, brothels, prostitution, drug addiction, these are the main fertilizers of the soil in which
venereal disease flourishes. When the Chinese people won power tn 1949,
they also were able to change this soil completely. First of all, no more
imperialism, no more foreign soldiers or sailors came to China to spread
venereal disease. Secondly, the exploitative system which permeated the
whole of society and of which prostitution was a reflection, was abolished.
Brothels were closed down. The people didn't even wait for the government to pass a law, although they did it fairly snappily, pass a law making
brothels illegal
the people closed them down themselves. Because the
- that the exploitation of women in brothels was the
people recognized
crudest form of exploitation which they had fought for twenty long years
to overthrow, for which hundreds of thousands of men and women had
laid down their lives, and they weren't going to continue it in the new

as prostitutes to keep themselves alive or their families alive. So it was
the economic pressure of this rotten old sick man of Asia society that
drove the majority of women into prostitution. The economic basis was
eliminated, there was a way for everyone to earn a Iiving and to earn a
living much more honourably, much more in tune with society than being
a prostitute.
that, the climate of public opinion had
changed. Thi
of women was seen as something abhorrent, somethi
rid of.
There still remained a big problem, once you had done that. You had
the problem of finding the millions of cases of venereal disease which
existed, and treating them. This is where the mass line came in. Because
this task was way beyond the capability of the tiny, orthodox medical
profession, they had to rely on the mass of the people. In every town, in
every village, in every county of China, small groups of ordinary people,
workers, peasants, clert<s, teachers, were organized to tackle this job. They
were given two or three weeks' training in which venereal disease was
explained to them
its nature, its diagnoses and its teatment. And then
- they held propaganda meetings, they had to find the
they went out. First
cases. And they'd hold meetings at which they'd explain "venereal disease
belongs to feudalism, to capitalism, imperialism. Ve fought and died to
oveftbrow these and we are building socialism and you can't take syphilis
into socialism. You have got to get rid of it. And so anybody who thinks
he might have syphilis, might have gonorrhea, please come forward and
6

Then there came the question of treatment. Of course the orthodox
medical profession did not take ro this kind of thing very kindly. They
saw it as an encroachment upon their status, a sort of dilution ol laboui,
though I don't suppose they put it like that, but when it came to treatment

to the people's power and the mass line.
I'll give you another example. The treatment of burns, burns, you know,
due to heat. In 1958 the Chinese had what they called the year of the
Big Leap Forw,ard. I know that in the west it was called by different
names: the Year of the Big Flop, the Year of the Fall-on-the-Face, and so
on and so forth. A lot of people laughed at the Big Leap. Thev said it was
a big mistake, and wasteful. Well I was in China, and I think that it was a
big leap forward. Because during that year industrn agriculture, art,
science. culture, medicine. all made very big advances. Of course there
were some mistakes and of course there was some waste. The only person
who never makes any mistakes is the person who never does anything.
The Chinese don't believe in not doing notfung. I'm not sure if that is
grarnmatically correct, but you know what I mean.
There were mistakes, for example, the steel campaign.

I think that was

a

bit wasteful. We made steel in our hospital, and my wife who was teaching
school, made steel in her school, and my children, who were schoolchildren at that time, made steel in their school. And I am prepared to
believe that the steel that we made was not very good steel and did not
make much of a contribution to the Chinese, to the overall Chinese economy. But there was one very big result from this, which is a permanent
one) a permanent gain. And that is today every man, wonun and child in
China, knows the difference between iron and steel, and knows how to use
reducing agents to convert one into the other. Knows how to find iron ore
and smelt it to make pig iron and then go on to make steel. Now of course,
the Chinese are a backward people, it's a backward country, a poor country,
largely rural and peasant, a lot of peasants. And America, for example, the
United States of America, is the most advanced industrial country in the
world. I sometimes wonder if this applies to all the American people.
Whether they all know the difierence between iron and steel. !7ell, the
Chinese do and it might one day be very useful to them, because it means
that wherever they are, whatever the situation, they'll be able to make
steel. And if you can make steel, you can make a lot of very ,r..1r1 \ings
and this is one of the guarantees that China is invincible.
This is a bit of a digression. I didn't mean to get on to the Big Leap
Forward, but I was talking about burus. Because during this steel-making

in

campaign, a steel-worker got burnt. And he sustained major burns covering
nearly ninety per cent of the area of the body, and pretty deep. According
to statistics frorn the most advanced medical centres in the world in the
treatment of burns, his chance of survival was hardly worth talking about.
But it was the year of the Big Leap. It was the year when all the bounds of
the norms, the averages, were being smashed. Should the people of China,
in this situation, in this heady period when everybody was surging forward,
should they accept this as a fact, that he had no chance of survival and write
him off, or should they say, to hell with that, we're going to save him. And
that's what they said we're going to save him. And they saved him.
The fight for his life was a fight that involved the entire Chinese people.
Everybody felt involved, the radio carried several bulletins a day describing what had been done to him and how he was reacting what his condition was. Newspapers were full of it. Outside the hospital in Shanghai
where he was being treated, there were crowds milling up and down,
queueing up, offering blood, plasma, skin, anything that could be, or could
conceivably be of some use. Inside the hospital there was a full mobilization
of all the people, not iust a handful of professional technical people, but
everyone. Had it iust been a question of saving this man's life, that would
have been important and it would have been an illustration of the way that
all the people are involved in a problem, but it was much more tharl that.
It was a question of disseminating knowledge throughout China. I well
remember, before I ever heard about this case in Shanghai, I was in bed
one night and the telephone rang and somebody said there was a big burn
I be ptepared to go down and help in its treatment.
I felt, well now, they've really recoglized my work
Certainly I'll be only too pleased to go along. So I
8

went along to the airport and there I fotrnd forty or fifty other doctors who
were also going down to Shanghai. And not only doctors, but nurses as
well. And when we got to Shanghai, when we got to the hospital, I found
there were three or four hundred of them. And we had been assembled
from every part of China, and we all had two things in common. One is
that we all knew a little bit about it. Ve could all put our five cents worth
in, and make some kind of a contribution. And the other thing that we had
was that we could all learn. And we all learnt, and we observed
we took
- I went
far more than we gave. And we went back to our various hospitals.
back to Peking and told my colleagues about what I had learnt. And we
made plans for when w-e would receive a burn, and we built up a burns
unit.
The position today is that China has a network of burns centres throughout the country, every sizeable city in China has a burns centre and the
mortality rate in burns in China compares very favourably with that of any
country in the world. Of course, I would not advise anybody to get burnt,
but if you do get burnt, you'd be much better off to get burnt in China
than anywhere else.
And all this dissemination of the knowledge, the experience, so that this
exceptional thing becomes a commonplace thing that's part of the Chinese
approach, part of the Chinese method. An advance in medicine, no matter
what it is, must be put at the service of all the people, and not just at the
service of the man who made the advance so that he gets the Nobel Prize

or whatever.

It so happened that that surgeon
stint of manual work in this factory.

siders it is very irnportant to narrow,
those who work with their brains a
don't believe that
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then we went
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was put back on. Very successfully. Very

, iust a solitary
attempts failed

But eventually
we succeeded in that as well. And iu the course of doing this we needed
the armamentarium. We needed some apparatus that we didn't have. For
example, we needed a fibre for sewing up these fine blood vessels and the
fibre had to be something very special; had to be very, very fine, but very
strong, very smooth, very non-reactive with the tissues, and yet capable of
tying them up. We didn't have such a fibre. And as a matter of fact, I
don't think any country had got such a fibre, or had at that time. And so
we went along to the synthetic fabric factory, mafting nylon shirts and
plastic raincoats and what have you, and we told them the problem. And
they produced a fibre for us. It didn't take them long. They took off a
whole section of their research and development staff to work on this
problem and they produced a suitable fibre. Now, I couldn't help thinking
at ttre time, what would have happened if I had gone along to ICI in
England or Du Pont in the United States? I can well imagine that they
would have said "Well now, that's a very interesting project you've got
there. But I'm sorry it doesn't fit in with our production scheme for this
year, or for next year either for that matter, and there would be no profit
in it for us at all. The most you would want would be a couple of hundred
yards
that would last you a lifetime. And while it's very interesting it's
- rational."
just not
And now, that would have been a reasonable approach for Du Pont or
for ICI. I don't want to slander either of them. That would have been a
reasonable response because they are concerned with making money and
making profits. But this factory in Peking was not concemed with making
money) it didn't work for the profit motive. It had the same motive as we
had, to serve the people. \Whether you serve the people by providing ttrem
with nylon shirts or by re-attaching their severed limbs, it's all part of the
same tiing. And so they considered it nothing out of the ordinary to take
10

off a good part of their personnel to this one project. And they produced
a very good fibre for us. The same thing happened at the needle factory,
where we wanted a special kind of sewing needle. .And at the optical instrument factory where we needed a special kind of operating microscope.
And so we built up our skills, our ftnowledge, our arlnamentarium and in
due course the cases started coming in.
The position when I left China was that well over a hundred cases of
severed limbs aod severed fingers had been successfully re-attached. The
fingers are much more diffi.cult to do than the limbs. ,{nd this is an achievemenr wtrich is unparaileied in the world, I think. I was back in England on
lea';e during that period and I lvent along to the Royal College of Surgeons
to give a lecture on this. And it's a kind of very snooty place. But they
were interested and although they didu't like to believe it, they had to
believe the evidence of their eyes because there were photographs of all
these cases from beginning to end. And after the lecture, they asked me
quite a lot of questions. One question was, how is it that the Chinese can
succeed in re-attaching these severed fingers and limbs whereas we can't?
Is it a question of eyesight, better eyesight, or more dexterity?
Does it come from all this rvood carving tradition? And of course, it's
nothing to do with this. The real answer, which I didn't give them, the real
answer is that it is a question of politics. And that is what it really is. Because when you really come to think about it, to re-attach four fingers takes
about seventeen or eighteen hours'hard work. And when you've done the
operation, it's quite likely that one of the veins wiil block up and then you'Il
have to get out of bed and do another four or five or six hours' work.
You've got to have tremendous tenacity, tremendous patience, tremendous
confidence, a tremendous desire for it to succeed, in order to do it. Where
does this come from? It doesn't come from any conventional reward because there isn't any. Doctors in China are never paid by their patients.
They get a fixed salary and you get the same whether or not you have reattached severed limbs. That makes no difference. Neither is it fame. Because this is a teamwork job and no one person is singled out as the
number one. So it's not fame and it's not fortune. So what is it? It's a
desire to serve the people. It's a desire to build up socialist China. It's a
desire to transform the sick man of Asia into the most healthy man in the
world. And that's politics.
Now I'd like to leave the inner medical professional part of it and talk
about the kind of relationships which you find in hospitals. I mentioned
before that it's considered wrong for there to be a difierence in status, in
privilege between mental workers and manual workers, and also between
different levels, difierent grades of either of them. There's an attempt to
break down a hierarchy; a hierarchical system which exists in many institutions all over the woild is being systematically demolished in China. For
d are run by a committee
d one is an orderly. They
according to the best of
past and education and
training that they've had. They meet together every day and they review

1l

children against poliomyelitis, whooping cough, diphtheriq make antenatal examinations, generally be of service to them, looking after the
health of the people. And then, if they were ever called out at night, a
patient in the locality who could not come into hospital, it was perfectly
all right to telephone the hospital and somebody would go out, and see the
patient at home.
So the hospital was a community hospital. It was a regular standard
practice of the hospital where I was working and this was part of the
overall community work concerned with safeguarding the health of the
Chinese people.

about the ward.

In the hospital at la
work one day a week,
house. Because it is be

to do manual
or the boilerur backside in

Now, I've only just skimmed over the surface, and that's all it's possible
to do in this time, but I'm going to dry up now. If anybody has a question
to ask, and I am capable of answering it, I'll certainly do the best I can.
Sflhat I'm convinced of is this, that the ordinary people in every country
in the world, including the United States of Arnerica, have basically got an
inexhaustible enthusiasm for building a better life. That while they may go
along with what they've got for quite a long time, while they may be
deluded into thinking that what they've got is what they need and what

they want, the contradictions exist in capitalist society which are going to
lead, and maybe in not such a very long time ahead the majority of the
people to demand something better, and to create something better.
From a lecture by Joshua IIon4 New York, 1971.

stoke the boiler. Because another thing that Chairman Mao says is -this,
before you can be a teacher of the masles you've got to be a pupil of the
InASSCS.

tween the intellectual workers and
nsistently being broken down. And
a, I dontt want to say that there is
and manual work, between worker
quite

Is it

d it's
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partly in a Peking hospital, about which he particularly describes Chinese advances in the treatment of burns and grafting
of limbs, and partly travelling widely through the countryside.

Ckina: The Peasant Reoolution: ed. Ray Wylie, I0SCF Books,
1972. Section V: 'Medical and Health Care in China since

Liberation 1949-71', P C Liang.
Good brief suney inctruding: early sanitation and health measures 1949-61; development of medical services; combination of
Chinese and l7estern medicine; medical researchl tackling of
problems in Cultural Revolution (1965-70); serving rural areasl
barefoot doctors.

B4

China! Inside the People s Republic: Committee of Concerned
Asian Scholars, Bantam Books (USA), 1972. Chapter 8.
First National Health Congress f950
basic health guidelines
- of China's health care;
for the new China; distinctive features
barefoots; revival of traditional medicine; acupuncture; 3-in-1
teams at Peking Hospital No. 3; changes since the Cultural
Revolution.

B5

Report from Red China: (essays from New York Times), Nerv
York Avon Books, 1972. Chapter 6: Science and Medicine.
Brief factual information.

B6

The Amazing Story of Health Care in New China and What We
Can Learn From It: K K Jain, Rodale Press (USA),1973.
A general survey of Chinese medicine and health care based on
a 4-week visit; useful introduction for the layman.

87

Itrealth Carc in China: Report of China Health Care Study Group
in Hong Kong, published by Christian Medical Commission,

Geneva, 1974.
General survey and brief introductory answer
16

to the question:
t7

i
I
ir

and drugs; administration; health office; schistosomiasis; tuberculosis; dust and smoke.

Cont. p.1053: the mother; the child; nutrition; in the factory;
population and birth controll common ground between British

in the

Chinese experience of rebuilding a health care
system might be of value to other communities in other cultures
and social systems?' Of special value to health workers in developing countries, and also in industrially developed countries
where health care systems lag behind technological advance.

'What

B8

B9

Seroe the People: Victor and Ruth Sidel, Beacon Press (USA),
1974.
Comprehensive description of medical care in China 1973, both
cities and countryside; involvement of the masses in health care;
medical education and researchl traditional and modern medicine
including acupuncture; treatment of mental illness.

Report of the Medical Delegation to the People's Republic of
China, lune LS-luly 6, 1973: National Academy of Sciences,
Institute of Medicine, Sfashington DC, 1975.
Various aspects of Chinese medicine and public health reported
by a l5-member delegation of US specialists.

PN6

PN7
PN8

medical servicesl first encouragement of 'herbal
doctors'; medical education in China; immunisation programme;
use of herbs,
Stalistics

PN2

and Chinese doctors.
PN9

Australian Doctors on Visit to China: British Medical Journal
No. 1, 1957,p.958.
Group led by DI L Cox.

PNl1

A Visit to China: F Averly

The Crime of the Medical Missions: Hsiao Ch'ien, Feople's
China, No. 3, 1952.
Democratic administration set up at the American Drum Town
Hospital, Nanking, by the Chinese in June 1951, cutting off all
The National Red Cross Society of Chi,na: People's China, No.

PN5

Scalpel, the Sword: Ma Hai-teh's comments, People's
China, No. 15, 1953.
The life story of Norman Bethune.

PN12

r954.
Photos and description of nerv hospital.
18

No'

12,

Medicine in China: A W S7oodrufi, Lancet No. 1, 1958, p.1399.

Report on trip. History; problem of schistosoma Japolicu5; i111poitance of co-operation with China for future medical developEents.
PN13

Galen in Chin:a: Donald Gould, Lancet No. 2, 1958, p'633'
A critical view of new Chinese medicine.

PN14

Plague Fighter. The Autobiagraphy of a Modern Chinese Physician: Wu Lien-teh, British Medical Journal, No. 2, 1959, p.552.

Book review.
PN15
PN16

Grcat Victories for Health: China Reconstructs, No. 3, 1959.
R.ed Cro,ss Society Meets: Peking Review No. 45, 1961.
Short article on assistance given.

PN17

'The

Pekingis Soabt Reil Cross Hospifcl.' People's China,

Jones, British Medical Journal No. 2,

General impressionsl rnedical schools; hospitals; policlinics;
medical researchl pattern of disease; hygiene campaign.

of

16,1952.
l8th International Red Cross Conferencel development of Red
Cross from 1904 to August 1952; Comments on conference in
Toronto.
PN4

The New Chins: J llorn, Lancet No. 2, 1957'p.1283.

I-etterre.TFFox.

PNlO

foreign connections.
PN3

The New China. Some Medical lmpressions: T F Fox, Lancet,
No. 2, 1957,p.935.
Report of a group of doctors. Political/historical background;
traditional medicine; survival of the fee; educationl the student;
the graduate; group practice; research rvorkers; doctor's life;
into the homel street committees; rvomen's federation; the Red
Cross; primary medical carel in hospital; nursing; anaesthetics

1957, p.7105.

Medicine in Ch,ina: review of talk to Socialist Medical Association by Michael Rappaport, a recent visitor. Lancet 1951, No.
L, p.2L3.

Note on the Chinese Red Cross Delegotion: I-ancet No. 2, 1955,
P.48.

***
PN1

Chinese Med:i.cine: D W James, Lancet, No. l, 1955, p.1068.
,t{istorical background; Chen-chiu therapy (acupuncture) re Pavlov and Russian biological influences.

Fountain of Confidence ond Strengfh.' China Reconstructs, No.

lt,

1963.

What the doctor learnt from the workers.
PN18

A

PN19

Chinese Medicine: Progress and Achieo'ements: Peking Review
No. 9, 1964.
Report of 14 years since Liberation.

Nurse's Story: China Reconstructs, No. 12, 1963.

19

PNzO

PNzI

Impressions of Chinese Medicol Seroices:
Horizon Vol. 6, No. 1O 1967.
Report of visit in 1966.

JB

Best, Eastern

Mao's Medicize: British Medical Journal No. 3, 1967,p.449.
Editorial article on first edition of China's Medicine. Criticism of

its political character.
PN22

PN32

ruary 24,1972.

PN33

PN24

Moo Tse-tung Thought is the Source of Courage and \Visdom:
Peking Review No. 27, 1969.
Successful medical/surgical treatment using Mao Tse-tung
Thought as a guide and inspiration. Examples: infantile paralysis,
removing a stomach tumour and treatment for formerly incurable
Keshan disease.

PN25

An Arnry Medical Group: China Pictorial No. 4, 1970.

PN26

Tremendous Changes in Medical and Health lZorh: Peking Review No. l,1971.
Progress report of work in medical fields during 1970.

PN27

From'Hospital for Ovedords' to Hospital of Labouring People:
Peking Review No. 5, 1971.
Account of changes in political orientation in Peking Fantsiu
Chitw and lVorld Health; Tim Raper, China Now, February

old photographs.

PN35

PN36
PN37
PN38

Medical Care f or 70C millio.s: China Reconstructs, No. 11, 1973.
Questions and answers on general medical policy.

PN39

Medicine in China: Eastern Horizon colour supplement, Vol. 12,
No. l, 1973.
A Doctot's lourney into China: John Woodley, Eastern Horizon,
Yol.12, No. 1, 1973.
Account by a specialist in anaesthetics, member of an Australian
medical group visiting China, autumn 1972. C-leat and lively
account of re-attaching severed limbs; abortion; selection and

PN40

training of medical students; theory and practice of acupuncture

with many difierent examples of treatmentl fracture traatment;
s after polio; visit to the Deaf and Dumb
to the Shenyang Medical College for tracurriculum.
PN4T

20

Medicine in China: Jennifer Chaston.
SACU visit 1971. Report from a member of the Society for
Anglo-Chinese Understanding, visiting China in 1971"

In A

Chinese Hospital:

Vol. 12, No.

ods instead of surgery to cure her patients.

PN31

Medical Practice in China: A Compendiutn' Hans Agren,
Science, 27 October 1972. Review of. Nongcun yisheng shouce
(Village physicians' handbook).

Chinds NationaL Health: Tim Raper, China Now, March 1971.
Information on hospitals, a deaf and dumb school, industrial and
rural clinics and an exhibition of medical equipment, with examples from a visit to China, October 1971.

A Proletarian doctor: China Reconstructs, No. 8, 1971.
An air-force surgeon who first ioined the PLA and her experience
and experiments in using traditional and western medical meth-

Chinese Medicine
a Comparison: Jonathan Greer5 Cambridge,1972.
Pamphlet on its concepts and influence in relation to the West.
Bibliography.

Comparison of China's progress with that of other countries in
the Third World.

PN3O

of Medicol Science: Foreign Languages Press,
1972.
Pamphlet with sections on acupuncture, acupuncture anaesthesia,
fracture treatment, burn cases, an artificial larynx, China's new
Scaling Pe&s

pharmacology.

1971.

PN29

Eastern Horizon, Vol.

Betlrun:e: lVhat this Canadian Conrad-e meons to
the Chinese People: Far East Reporrer, New York (undated).
A visit to the Norman Bethune International Peace Hospital in
1972; I{tao Tse-tung's 'In memory of Norman Bethune'; Chinese
gJoups visit Bethune's Canada. Illustrated with papercuts and

Hospital.
PN28

Todq: Stuart Maddin,

PN34 Dr Norman

Hospital on the Road ol Reoolutianization: Cltina Reconstructs,
No. 3, 1969.
Kwangtung Provincial People's Hospital reorganised by workers'
Seroe the People Heart and Sozl.' Peking Review No. 24, 1969.
Discusses the question of 'for whom' is China's medical service?
The report concerns a PLA unit.

Medicine in China
11, No. 6, L972.
Report of a visit.

propaganda team.

PN23

Health Seruices in China: Susan Pearson, Nursing Times, Feb-

l,

Report of a visit
PN42

EM

Christiansen, Eastern Horizon,

1973.

in

1972.

Seroing thc People: Charles Elato, Eastern Horizon, Vol. 12,
No. 1, 1973.
Report from an American medical iournalist.

2t

PN43

New Medical Cme: Robin Stott, China Now, November 1973.
Traces rnedical policies from I-iberation, through the Liu Shaochi period to present-day and innovations made during the Cultural Revolution.

PN44

Womem in Medicine

12, No. 4,1973.
Report of a visit

PN45

PN46

PN47

in October

Society:

AJ

Smith, Evelyn

M

Doctor-Patient Relationship: Peking Review, No. 13, 1975.

Visits and treatment at home from doctors of Peking Friendship
Hospital.
PN54

1971.

Bwefoot doctors cnd the medical pyromid: A J Smith, British
Medical Journal, 25 Mray 1974.
Organisation of medical care including barefootsl commune and
county hospitals in the countryside; mobile teams; city health
care and district hospitals; fees; training.

ntd

PN53

in China: Ruth Sidel, Eastern Horizon, Vol.

A View of Modern Chinese Medicine: Annals of Internal Medicine, Vol. 48, No. 2, 1973.
Observations of a Shanghai-born doctor after 20 years' absence.

Medicine

rnedicine, (4) Integrating health work with mass movements.
The titles of these articles reflect the principles underlying health
work in China.

Ow Visit to the Norman Bethune International Peace Hospital
of the PLA: Lorraine Endicott. Canadian Far Eastern Newsletter,
September 1975.

PN55

Barcfoot doctor in the House: Robin Stott, The Times, 30 September 1975.
General survey of health care, prevention of disease, and barefoot doctors, traditional and western medicine, mobile medical
teams, hospital organisation

Adey, British

&ledical Journal, 15 June 1974,p.603.
Impact of Chinese Society on tr"/o rnembers of a visiting doctors'
group. Some rnedical conclusions.
PN48

WHO oisits China: World Health, September 1974.
Report of a round-table discussion between WHO officials and

Dilucien Bernard, leader of a medical study mission to China.
The unique features of China's medical service and its most
spectacular successes.

PN49

New China Makes Rapid Progress in Medical and llealth Work:
China Features, Peking, September 1974.

I'N5O

Health Serztices and the New Relatinnship betueen China
Studies and Visits to Chitw: Victor H Li, China Quarterly, No.
59, t974.
Points out the present limitations of research

in China both in
health and othei fields and suggests a wider view is needed to
encourage cooperation between specialists and non-specialists.
PN51

Health Policy during the Great Leap Forward; David M Lampton, China Quarterly, No. 60, 1974.
Covers medical education and research, the health care delivery
system) finance, traditional medicine and mass campaigns. The
author shows the diversity of policies carried out and the stresses
caused by divided leadership.

PN52

For Wmkers, Peasants and Soldiers: Peking Review, Nos. 8, 9,
Lo,12,1975.
(1) For lvorkers, peasants and soldiers, (2) Put prevention first,
(3) Uniting doctors of traditional Chinese medicine with western

22

23

PN62

Medical

Research on trachoma enterc a new stage: China Reconsmucts,

No.
PN63

l,

1963.

Exfoliatioe cytology

in China: British Medical Journal, No. l,

1963.

Surprising early screening programme; cytological examination
of vaginal cervix for carcinoma in situ of 1,1691949 women.
See also:

Bl

PN64

pp.l64-176.

Tieatment of

PN65

eases.

BZ

Chapter 9 and 10.
Conquest of syphilis and the fight against schistosomiasis.

85

PN66

pp.31r-313.
Chapter

Pictorial,

Research on Chorbcarcqnoma (cancer research): China Pictorial,

III.

Hot-spring therapy: China Pictorial, No. 8, 1964.

PN68

After ruy wile became paralysed: China Reconstructs, No. 8,

PN69

Pretsention

PNTO

Ending the scourge of Kala-azar; China Reconstructs, No.

1964.

G and H.
Standard items in a worker doctor's medicine cabinet and a
barefoot doctor's bag. Summary of the contents of a barefoot
See appendices

of silicosis: China Reconstructs, No. 9, 1964.
1,

1965.
Preventive work and treatment since Liberation, especially in

doctor's handbook.

89

in industry: China

PN57

Control of epidemic disease.

B8

Chinds antibiotics gets underuay
No. 4, 1964.
No. 6, 1964.

The drive against schistosorniasis.

87

Medical carc for fuhermm ashore and afloat: China Recon-

structs, No. 5, 1964.

epidemics, endemic, social and occupational dis-

Shantung.

pp.51-70.
Analysis of disease patterns.

PNTI

Combatting dermotitis amqng rice formers: China Reconstructs,

No. 8, 1965.
PN72
PN56

Export of antibiotits to China: R Doll et al. Letter to British
Medical Journal, No. 2, 1953.
Complaint about alleged embargo on export of sulphanomides

PN73
PN74

Back to life: China Pictorial, No. 6, 1966.
Story by Tu Kai-yuan, Director of Tungchi Hospital. A patient
clinically dead for some time is brought back to life.

PN75

With Mao Tse-tung's Thought as the compass for action in the
control of VD in China: Ma Haiteh (George Hatem), China's
Medicine, October 1966.
Detailed examination of causes and control of VD in China;
role of education and propaganda.

PN76

in Tunfangchung Hospital rmder worki.ng class
leoduship: Peking Review, No. 23, 1969.
Account of how this big hospital specialising in neurosurgery
was reorganised under the guidance of the Mao Thought proPa-

to China.
PN57

Research on schistosomiasis in China: Lancet No. 2, 1957.
Note re. Mao's report on how to tackle schistosomiasis.

PN58

Sclaistosorniasis in China: Brian Macgraith, Lancet No. 1, 1958.
Problem outlines, use of propaganda, clinical, complications,

therapy, diagnosis, methods and techniques of control.

A

good

survey.

PN59

Argmtine Leprologist in Chin:a: Peking Review, No. 9,
Courses in leprosy treatment.

PN60

Healthy surnmer: Peking Review, No. 29, 1961.

1958.

The man who cures snake bites: China Reconstructs, No. 6,
1961.

24

Big changes

ganda team.

Short article on prevention of summer illness.
PN61

The fight against cancer: Peking Review, No. 15, 1965.
Viping out silicosis: Peking Review, No. 23, 1965.

PN77

Creation in med^ical history: China Pictorial, No. 5, 1969.
Revival after 23 minutes of 'clinical death' in Hsinhua Hospital.
25

PN78

Notabb achieoements in preoenting ond, treating an
diseose: Peking Review, No. 4, 1971.

Burns

endetni.c

By social investigation and the use of medicine, new acupuncture

and medicinal herbs, great progress is being made in curing
Kaschin-Beck disease in Antse county, Shensi province.
PN79

How

I

No. 3,

lea.rnt

to treat urinmy

incontinence: China Pictorial,
See also:

1972.

PN8O

Pragmatic Medicine: Jack Geiger, !7orld Medicine, 22 August
t973.
Health care in Kung Chiang district of Shanghai.

PN81

A

82

*
PN87

new method for treating ectopic pregrutnc!: China Reconstructs, No. 9, 1973.
Battle against cancer
No. 11, 1974.

PN83

How Chinw tackles cancer: Han Suyin, Eastern Horizoq vol.
XIII, No. 6,1974.

PN84

Soldiq with brain damage: Ta Kung Pao, Hong Kong, 16 January 1975.

PNS5

Oesophagal ccncer in

Chiw: Lancet, No.

l,

Second, life: How a miner crushed
China Reconstructs, No. 8, 1975.

A Steelworket's Lile is Saoed: China Reconstructs, No. lQ 1958.
Wi*r a new class approach doctors save a man suffering from

A Reoolutionory Outlook in Treating Burns: Peking Review,
No. 6, 1966.
The first in a series of articles describing how people in various
fields of work are learning to use Mao Tse-tung's Thought creatively to guide them in solving their problems.

PN89

People Armed with Mao Tse-tung Thought are always Victorious: Peking Review, No. 43, 1970.
By the team treating burns in Hospital 59 under Kunming units
of the PLA.

PN9O

tVoman Worker recauers
from Seoere Burns: Peking Review,
Vol. 17, No. 32, 1974.

1975.

in an accident

*

PN88

A field survey.
PN86

*

extensive burns.

of the oesophagus: China Reconstructs,

PN82

chaPterll'

was saced:

f{

26

27

Pharmaceutical Industry

PN96

A New-type Store welcomed by \Vorkers, Pewcnts and Soldiers:
Peking Review, No. 4 1969.
A pharmacy to serve the people.

PN97

Drostic price cuts on Medicines: China Reconstructs, No.

1,

L970.

Bl0

Medicine and Public Heal!\ in the Peoplds Republic ol Chhw:
9$,:! Jgr.ph R Quinn, US Dept. of ffeattl, Educaiion and
Welfare Publication No. 73, -67, i973.

PN98

Big Ooerall Reductian of Medicine Prices: China Pictorial, No.

2,1970.

{
d

See also:

B1

pp.l77-181.

B9

pp.11l-126.
Drugs and pharmaceutical manufacturing in the PRC.

B15

'The batde for health'.
Dwelopment of medical equipment and drugs; tissue and serum
therapy.

PN9I

Achboements of 1957
Medicine.'Peking Review, No. 4, 1958.
Discovery of a plant for- helping to lower blood pressure.

PN92

Health and Medicine: Peking Review, No. 13, 1958.
Medical equipment made in China for own use and later for
export. Plant for lowering blood pressure. Therapeutic serum
made from animal blood. New TB remedy.

PN93

Chinds Ph:armaceutical Industry Grows: Peking Review, No. 21,

t960.

Prices of antibiotics reduced

China no longer dependent on

importing them. Stimulation -of growth of pharmaceutical industry after founding of People's Communes in 1958.

PN94

More Antibiotbs than Ezter: Peking Review, No. 5, 1962.
Short article on expansion of production and reference to 2nd
National Autibiotics Crcnference in Shanghai.

f,

PN95

Medi"cines lor the countryside: China Reconstructs, No. 1, 1966.
Drive in pharmaceutical industry to produce drugs for the

/

countryside; provision and distribution of medicines to peasants
for common aiknents without recourse to doctors.
28

29

Surgical

PNl10

o PLA Fightels Lile was Saoed: peking Review, No. 26,
Y:y
197t.

Account of medical and surgical treatment to save pLA man
suffering from electric shock ivhich had caused his heart to st;t
beating.

PNIlI

See also:

Bl
B10

A New Method in Remoo,ing Cataracts: China Reconstructsl

No. 7,

1973.

pp.I76-7.

PNI12

Open Heart Surgery: China Features, June 1974 (peking).

'Surgery Past and Present'by John Z Bowers.

PNI13

$y!S:ry with Herbel Anaesthes,in: China Reconstructs, No. 2,
1975.

PNTT4
PN99
PNlOO

Second Life: CJ.'ina Reconstructs, No. 8, 1975.
How a miner crushed in an accident was saved.

Achianments in Surgery.' China Reconstructs, No. 6, 1960.

Artificial Hands lor Fisherman's Boy: Peking Review, No. 47,
1963.

Short article about artificial limbs.

2, 1964.

PNTOl

Adoances in Chinese Surgery: China Reconstructs, No.

PNl02

Shattering Silence by Surgay: Peking Review, No. 15, 1964.
Report of stapedectomy for curing deafness.

PNl03

Instruments for Eye Operations: Peking Review, No. 35, 1964.

PNl04

Trcating Fractures ,in a New Way: Clirra Pictorial, No. 11, 1965.
Treatment at Tientsin.

PNl05

Science: China Pictorial, No. 12, 1965.
Very brief note on artificial heart.

PN106

New Triumph in Cordiac Surgery: China Reconstructs, No. 12,
1965.

PNIOT

Surgical N eedle : Guardian, 10.1. 1966.

PNl08

A Miracle ol Surgery: China Reconstructs, No. 10, 1968.
Removal of huge tumour
retroperitoneal neurofibroma
weighing 45 kilogrammes - from woman's abdomen by PLA
surgeons, Peking.

PN1O9

-

Ifs Fine to Haoe Vorking Closs Leadership in the Hospitals:
Peking Review, No. 7, 1969.
How the workers and FLA Mao Tse-tung Thought propaganda
team at Huashan Hospital, Shanghai, led medical personnel in
saving the life of a worker suffering from tension electric shock
rvhen the heart had stopped beating
arrival at the hospital.

30

for l8

minutes before

31

Re-attachment of severed limbs

Countryside and Communes

See also:

82
85

Bl0

pp.tl7-123.

1962. Chapter % 'A tour of Tung Ren,.
Retraining of midwives for work in the country.

pp.292-295.

Bll
PNlI5

!^!!aior
1963.

Success

in

Chinese Surgery: Peking Review, No. 34,

Bl2

PNlT6

A Splendid Recoztery: China Pictorial, No. 12,1964.
Rejoining a hand in Shanghai No. 6 People,s Hospital.

PNIIT

C.hiney SylSe-o1";.Rejoin lVorkels Seoercd
view, No. 37,1964.

PN118

Surgty Limb

Replanls.. Observer, 19.7.1966.

!91'-s_$goered

Arm Successfully Reioined: Peking Review, No.

29,1968.
PNT2O

z{rz; peking

Re-

1968.

,f""il
PN12I

the_

in

PN123

Adoance

PN124

Nece_ssity' to'Realm of Freedom': Peking Review, No. 2, 1971.
Replanted Arms-Child Suroiaes : Chini Featurei, Peking 1974.

Reimplantin:g Seoered Limbs; From 'Realm of

parasites and disease were eradicated

in Yukiang county in

1958.

B14

Stump and Proximal and Distal Seg-9t Amputoted
mmts of Truumaticolly
Lirnb: China Pictorial, N"o.
4doances in Rejoining Seoered Lfunbs: China Reconstructs, No.

The First Vgars- o! laySli Comrnune: I and D Crook, Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1966.
Maternity homes and general medical services on the commune

B13 lgr*t_of Ma9 Tse-tung: translated and annotated by Woug
Man, Eastern Horizon Press, Hong Kong 1966.
ort poems composed after
lSeeing off the
Mao had read i
about extermination of the
schistosomiasis
a full factual note on how

Successful_Rejoiniys

2,1971.

in Yenan

(1e66).

5,1970.'

PN122

Report lrom a Chinese Vi.llage: Jan Myrdal, Random House

(Pantheon Books), 1965. Part X, 'Old Dr Kao'.
Life story of a peasant who became a doctor, worked
and finally in Liuling brigade.

Refoining worker's severed hand.

PNlI9

Lon^g M_orch to Freedom: Stuart and Roma Gelder, Hutchinson,

China: The Reoofution Continued: Jan Myrdal and Gun Kessle,
Chatto and !7indus, 197 I, pp.lO9-114.
Introduction of health insurance in Liuling brigade; practice of
acupuncture, sanitation and preventive medicine there.

See also

BZ
88
Bl0

PNI25

Chapter 13, 'Medical services in the countryside'.

'Health care in the Countryside'.
'Health Care for Rural Areas'by Susan B Rifkin.

Rrtral and Health Problems in China: E Tuckrnan, Lancet, No.

l, 1950, p.508.

Contrasts old and new; preventive servicesl education of doctor
and patient; conclusion: health problems will be resolved by
industrialisation programme and better standard of living.
32

33

PNT26

and Agriculture
lrlt\
& Faber). Book review
reviewed in British Medi
Problem of faecal-borne

fertilizer.

PNI27

PNI28
PNI29

Cameron_Scott (Faber

Z, lg1r, p.7Od-ejr"
igsZ.
,'dependant
on human

lVar Against a Killer: People,s China, No. lg, 1957.
An account of the work
tgr preventing and curing schistosomi_
asis in Kunshan county, Kiangsu.
Good Health County: Peking Review, No. 3. 195g.
Good network of medical an? health iaciliti6s in Chisan County.

PN142
PNl43

PN13I

Country Midwife: China Reconstructs, No. 5, 1959.

PNI32

!1aulng^!9acherc f u Cottmune Nurseries: China Reconstructs,
No. 8, 1959.
Health care of infants.

PNI33

d

1959.

PN144 From a Doctot's Diary: Peking Review, No. 21, 1965.
PN145 City llealth Workers go to the Countryside: Peking Review,
No. 21, 1965.

PN146 A Mobile 'Hospitat in the Mountairu:

campaigns mainly eradicated the disease; the consequent
cr
increase

Sanitation Pace-settet

PN135

lI_e-Qical Seruice
1960.

-

PN147

PNI36
PNT37

I'N148

for the Comtru.mes: Peking Review, No.

PN138
PN139

PNI4O

31,

PN149

1961.

Health and Sanitation Drioe Aids Agriculture: Pekitg Review,
Short article on prevention and cure of seasonal ailments.

34

The First County to Wipe out Schistosomiasis: China Reconstructs, No. 7, 1968.
Yukiang county in Kiangsi province w,ipes out the disease; treatment and prevention.
Reaolutionary Medical Workers go to the Countryside: China
Reconstructs, No. 12, 1968.
Two medical teams from Peking go to the north-western province of Kansu.

Co-operatioe Medical Seruice is Fine: China Pictorial, No. 4,
1969.

Medical Service

in

Changshih People's Commune, Chunhsing

brigade.

Rwral Co-operatioe Medical Seraice: China Reconstructs, No.

6, L969.

lVhere the Health Vlorkers Go: Peking Review, No. 12, 1961.
Short article on public health in rural communities.

hu

Rtnal Mediciae.'New York Times, 9.1.1966.

Medical Serztice Greatly Welcomed by the poor
and lower-middle peasants: Peking Review, No. 3, 1969.

PN153

1960.

HealthlYork Aids Agiculture: China Reconstructs, No. 2,

Eoery county

L,

PN151 A Co-operathte

Health Workers and the Farms: Peking Review, No. 48, 1960.
Their contribution to the support of the agriculture campaign.

No. 16, 1961.
PN141

PN150

PN152

diseases.

ll,

Medical V/orkers Serz;e the Peasants: China Pictorial, No.

Peking urges doctors to set up country practices,

areas.

Aid. to Rwal Medicine: China Reconstructs, No.

1o

L966.

Foshan: Peking Review, No. 18, 1960.

Efforts to eliminate infectious

China Pictorial, No.

1966.
Organised by Chinyuan County, Shansi Province, to tour Taiyo
Mountains.

r

PNI34

City Doctors go to tke Countrysi.de: China Reconstructs, No. 10,

Mobile medical teams.

An End to Plague: Peking Review, No. 5, 1960.
The early campaign against schistosomiasis; its destructive effects
in severely reducing many village: populations and how the mass

in population and production in affected

China Pictorial,

1965.

structs, No. 6, 1958.
Hygiene education in a village.

Health Cue for Rural lVomen.. China Reconstructs, No.

in the Countrysi.de:

1965.
Treatment as well as prevention of disease.

How 'Big lVillouts' becane Health Conscious: China Recon-

PNI30

Mobile Medicat Teams
No. 5,

its haspital: China Reconstructs, No. 1, 1964.

Macheng county contmunes organise medical co-operative servlces.

PN154 A Rural Medical

and Health Networh: China Pictorial, No. 4,

1970.

About Kiangsu province, Changshu county.

PN155 Bettq

Heolth for the Peasants: China Reconstructs, No. 10
1970.
Heilungkiang province launches mass campaigns for hygiene and
sanitat:on and elimination of contagious diseases.
35

PNf56

Health and Medbal Care for the People: China Reconstructs,
No. 6, 1971.
Short account of rural health and medical work including the
part played by medical instrument plant workers and research

Barefoot Doctors

workers.

PNI57

Description of a Commune Hospital: Elizabeth Coope (SACU
-

member) report, October 1973.

PN161

PNT58

Snail-feoer in Anhwei Prooince: China Pictorial, No. 6, 1974.

PNI59

Co-oPeratioe Medical Seroice and Barefoot Doctors
Rurol Areas: Peking Review, No.27,1975,

in Chinds

Links this service with campaign on the Dictatorship of the

PN162
PN163

Proletariat.
PN160

l,

1969.

The Borefoot Doctors: China Reconsrructs, No. 3, 1969.

At Cliangchen commune, south-east of Shanghai.
'Barefoof Doctors in Uniform: China pictoriil, No. 3,
PLA General Hospital organises

Persimmons and Principles.. China Now, November 1975.

Description of the health centre at Yellow Pine Valley Commune and the mobile health team from Peking working there;
includes barefoot doctor 62ining.

'Barefoot Doctors' me fine: China Pictoria! No.
Short article.

N. Shensi.

1970.

a team to go to the countryside,

PN164 Lili

becomes-_a barefoot doctor: Shirley !7oo4 China Now,
November 1970.
First-hand report-on a-group o-f girls sent into the countryside
to become some of the first barefoot doctors.

PNf65

pygrybody lYorhs for Good Health: China Reconstructs, No.

197t.

ll,

Combined effort of barefoot doctors and peasants develops suc-

cessful clinic in small village, Yunnan.

PN166

Barefoot Doctors core
(Canada), 14.12.1971.

PN167
PN168

Barcfoot Doctor

for the Peasanls; The Medical post

Presciption

10.1.1972.

-

Barefoot Doctors

in Chhw:

1972.

of

Chah'rcan Mao: Time,

Eastern Horizon,

Vol. 11, No.

5,

People, politics and paramedicine origins. A case study. Training
instruction manual.

PN169

Barefoot Doctors ol the People's Republic of China: Victor W
Sidel, New England Journal of Medicine (USA), 15.6.1972.

PN170
PNi71

Barefoot doclors: New Internationalist, April 1973.
Baref oot Doctors in China: Chi Wen, Lancet, 18.5.L974.
Origins of barefoot doctorsl organisation, training community

roles.

36

PNl72

Barefoot Doctors
Some Probbms: Robert C Hsu, New England Journal of Medicine,
18.7.1974.

PN173

Barefoot Doctqrs: Staggering Success: Guardian, 25.7.1974.
37

PN174

Borefoot Doctors and the Medical Pyramid: A J Smith, British
Mrcdical Journal, No. 2, 1974, pp.429-432.
Place of barefoots in medical organisation and training.

PNr75

Barefoot Doctors and, Health Care in Ckina: Peter Kong-ming,
Eastern Horizon, Vol. 13, No. 3, 1974.
Report by a Canadian interested in community participation.

PNI75

Barefoot Doctors: China Reconstructs) No.

PNI77

Barefoot Doctors
4.7.1974.

PN178

-

one trillion

in

d 1974.

China: Ta Kung

Bl5

Chinds New Creatioe Age: Hewlett Johnson, Lawrence & Wishart, 1953, 'The Battle for Health'.
Mass participation in hygiene and sanitation measures; reeducation of midwives.

B16

Through the Chinese Revolution: Ralph and Nancy Lapwood,
Letchworth Garden City Press, 1954, Chapter VI.

Pao,

in the People's Republic ol
China: Peter Kong-ming, New Ekistics (Greece), September
1974. (Reviews on the problems and science of human settleBarefoot Doctors and Health Cote

Public Elealth and Social Welfare

Measures
of
firmariesl

health

ments.)

PN179

Bmefoot Doctors on the Sea.' China Pictorial, No. 8, 1974.

the

inon-

ous things

Bt7

Assignmmt China: Julian Schuman, N.Y. Whittier Books, 1956,
Chapter 13.

Public health drive directly after Liberationl contrast with old
situation; first National Health Congress and its programme.
B18

Wlwt's Happening in China?: Boyd Orr and Peter Townsend,
Macdonald, 1959, 'Health of a Nation'.
Early health campaignsl closing of brothels.

B19

Vindow in Shanghai; Sophia Knight, Andre Deutsch, 1967,
pp.126-131.
Good brief summary of health services in town and countryside,
1967. Specialised hospitals.

820

Public Health in the Peoplds Republic of China: Edited Myron
E Wegman, Tsung-Yi Lin and Elizabeth F Purcell, Josiah Macy
Jr. Foundation, New York, 1973.

Report of a Conference sponsored by the School of Public Health
and the Centre for Chinese Studies, University of Michigan at
Ann Arbor, May 1972. Well documented reports by scientists
and others, many with personal experience in China, with emphasis on public health organisation, policy and methodology.
Annotated bibliography of published matedal on Public Health
in the PRC, available outside China.

B2t

in China: Edited lohn Z Bowers and
Purcell, Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation, New York,

Medicine and Society
Elizabeth
1974.

F

Report of a Conference sponsored by the National Library of
Medicine and the Josiah Macy foundatior5 March 1973, with
the participation of doctors, historians, political scientists and
sociologists. The greater part historical (pre-1949), but worth
38

noting are: Victor W Sidel on ,Health Services in the pRC, and
Michel C Oksenberg on 'Chinese Politics and the public Health
Issue'.
B.22

PN186

Vtp;ng Out Diseose by Mass Action: George Hatem, China
Reconstructs, No. 12, 1958.

PN187

Hou Chenhsien County
31,1959.

lgryt@t of_Fengsleng: Ruth Sidel, Penguin,1974, Chapter 4 on
Neighbourhood Health Care.

Comquers Disease: Peking Review, No.

public health campaigns and the ,four evils,

rats and grain-consuming sparrows; also para-

as filariasis.

See also:

B3

87
89
Bl0

Pbneering in'Women's Health: China Reconstructs, No.

PN189

HealthlVork in Our Mine: China Reconstructs) No. 8, 1962.
Conditions J9r Qcncer work: Yesterday and Today: China Re.
constructs, No. 2, 1963.

PNl90
'Medical and Health Care in China since Liberation'; P C Liang.
Short but well written, up-to-date survey.
PN191

pp:23-4o,organisation of health care and pp.4l-49, public health
policy and practice.

PNI92

Mass Vaccination against Polio: China Reconstructs, No. 7, 1963.

Health

in New Chiru:

p.1063.

British Medical Journal, No. 1, 1964,

Comparative study of health of 'mainland' and Hong Kong Chinese children. Concludes: not much difference.

Articles on health care and health problems.
Two Yems of Healtlt Work in China:

1962.

On the speed and value of urass surveys.

Chapter II.

***
PN180

l,

PNT88

PN193

Li

Teh-chuan, Minister of
Health, People's China, January 16, 1952.
Review of fust two years of health work organisation.

Ending the Scourge ol Kala-azar: China Reconstructs, No.

1,

1965.

PNI94

Red, Cross and Public Health: China Reconstructs, No. 2, 1965.

PNl81

Better Health for the People: People's China, No. 14, 1952.
Free medical service extended; health and sanitation campaign.

PNT95

Clinds Health Senice: David Adler, SACU News, Aug. 1966.
Brief account of medical services at time of visit
1965.

PNl82

The Public Healtk and Hygiene Moaement in China: People's
China, No. 19, 1952.
From an appendix to the Report of the International Scientific

PN196

Sunmer Health Mooement: Peking Review, No. 31, 1970.
Health and Hygiene Campaign in Peking, Shanghai and Tientsin.

PN197

Comparisort of Hospital Administration
Elizabeth Coope, manuscript, 1972.

water supply, flies etc.

PNI98

How lVe Preoent and Treat Occupational Diseases.' China Reconstructs, No. 6, 1972.

PNI99

Seruing the People: Some Obsensations on Chinese Meilicine:
Charles Flato, Eastern Horizon, VoL X[, No. 1, 1973.
Organisation of health services, particularly since the Cultural

Movement investigating bacterial warfare in North Korea and
China. Commission visited Peking: survey of garbage, drains,

PN183

PN184
PN185

Giant Strides in Chinds Health Seyoice: J D McPhee, People's
China, No. 17, 1953.
Report by the General Secretary, Hospital Employers' Union,
New South Vales, Australia, who attended 7rh All China Congress, September 1953.
Health Seroices in New China: P Z King, People's China, No.
24,1953.
New health principles and anti-epidemic work; education in
childbirth and medicine.

The Professional

in

Russia ond China.' Lancet, No.

2,

1958,

p.623.

Contrasts Russian and Chinese medical systems and socio-political approaches.
40

-

in

China, and the

UK:

Revolution.
PN2OO

Socbmedical Achi.anemenls in China
a Trwel Report: lnter- 3, No. 2, 1973.
national Journal of Health Services, Vol.

PN2O1

Health Semice Adoances in Chitu: Terry Philpot, Health and
Social Service Journal, 11.5.1974.

PN202

'None so deaf': Helen Rosen, Eastern Horizon, Vol.
t974.
Treatment of deaf-mutes; support by community.

XlI, No. 5,
41

PN2O3

Medical lVeffare

in China: Mary

Brueton, Health and Social

Services Journal, 11.5.197 4.

PN204

Public Health

in China: A J

1 June 1974, p.492.

Birth planning

Smith, British Medical Journal,

See also:

PN2O5

China: Pmticipatian

Vork Today, Vol.
PN206
PNzO7

in a Caring

Society: Vera Pittock, Social

No. 11, September

-Slranghqi

js

on Fire!: US China Bulletin, South Bay, Vol.

1974.

El/ing

87

Chapter IV.
Birth planning with documentation.

B9

pp.185-192.

1974.

Factory f or the Handicapped.. China Reconstructs,No. 12, 1974.

No. 6,
PN2O8

5,

ll,

B,20

PiChao Chen.

-Clina Now, December 1974, reprint from
China and US, Vol. 3,No.2,1974.
An account of how ten million drug addicts were cured of the

PN212

Contraceptionin China: Lancet, No. l, 1957,p.920.
First report of change of attitude. Problems.

Reoolution on the Health Front: Peking Review, No.

PN213

Birth Control in China: People's China, No.

***

olr__O:i!._

habit berween L949 and 1952.

PN209

ll"tyyl4

27, t975.

of Chairman Mao's 'June

26

work, and linking medical and
to study and implement the

PN2IO

Some observations about population and birth planning.
'Population planning: polig, evolution and actions progtams' by

ll,

1957'

Questions answered.

PNzI4

Birth Control: Retsercal or Postponement? Leo A Orleans, China
Quarterly, No. 3, 1960. (This issue is not in ACEI Library.)

PN2T5

A Nell Birth

Control Campaign? Leo

A

Orleans, China Quar-

Health Cme for 800 million People: Helen Zia, New China,
Summer 1975.

A clear and

of
foun
how health care has

accurate summary

the Chinese health service is

on which

have been
implemented;
. The distinction between mobile health units and the new health workers
(barefoot doctors), chosen from the communes' own peasants,
clarifies the role of each group.

PNzlI

42

Th_e Dewlopment of Health Care Senices in the People's Re?yQlig of China: Victor and Ruth Sidel, Vorld Deveiopment,
Vol. 3, Nos. 7 & 8, 1975.
History of health services with particular emphasis on the
changes since the Cultural Revolution.

than past ones.
PN216

Family planning in China today: Han Suyin, Family Planning,
Vol. 14, July 1965.

PN217

PN218

Two Means a Thousand: Ronald Frankenberg, China Now, No.
20,1972.
Some impressions of birth planning policy and facilities arising
from a visit to China in 1971.

PN219

Fami
First
June

RePort on

. 6, No. 3,
1972.)
43

PN22O

IPPF Obsen:er Repofis Chinas Progrartme 'Best in Woild:
International Planned Parenthood News, No. 218, lwe 1972.

PN22T

lopulaln-n control in China: Evelyn
Journal,8 June 1974.

Ho
mo
pol

M

Midwifery and Maternity Care

Adey, British Medical

been achieved; education and sexual
suresl abortion; success pardy due to

See also:

89

PN222

PN253
PN223

Now, July/August 1974.

TSffi'':,,:TH::Iil:

"'

PN224

Population grouth an:il Urbanization in China, 1953-70: Ekistics
(Reviews on the problems and science of human settlements),
September 1974 (Greece).

PN225

Some Obsensatians on Cunmt Fertility Control: Carl Djerassi,
China Quarterly, No. 57, L974.

The author spent part of May
eftectively sums up the different

with comments on abortion and
population statistics and the possibiliry of future collaboration
between USA and China in this field.

4

pp.l27-138 and pp.l39-141.
Analysis of maternity carel observations
wifery education.
Section on maternity and child welfare.

nursing and

Medicine and Public Health for
China's minority peoples

Return after l0 years; medical progress with special reference to
venereal disease.

PN235 4-Trrry
L966.

Clinic

in

the Mountoins.. China Reconstrucs, No. 7,

Work of a remote clinic in NW Kansu.

S & R_Gelder, Hutchinson 1964, Chapter 10,
new. Chinese doctors and medicine iu fiUet;
itional Tibeta
of Tibetan

B.23

PN236

!-he pisgipb ol Atticenno: Jack Chen, Eastern Horizon, Vol. 5,
No.6, 1966.
Story of an interview with an Uighur doctor, yusup Kadradiuo.

PN237

Doctors sent by Chairman Mao: *ina Pictorial, No. le f969.
Nukiang. s_ql:ad- of {e '!ur,re 26, Medical Team organised by
Shanghai Huashan Hospital goes as a mobile unit t'o the Nukian-g I-isu Autonomoui Chou, Yunnan province to provide
medical care.

lasa by the

of religious

824

To

PekytS

B_eyond..

-and(Arow Books),
1973.

Harrison

E

Salisbury, Hutchinson

PN238

Medical practice at hospital in Ulan Bator.

PN239
PN226

province of Yunnan, piagued by malaria, is liberated in
1949; deserted, ruined homei rebuilt ind people ..to.., to ,
cleaned-up town. Clinic organised and mosqtiito6s destroyed.PN227

PN228

Tent Clinic in Sinkiang: Basil Davidson, China Reconstructs,
No. 10, 1956.
Development oJ medical services in Sinkiang and other minority
peoples under Dr Ma Hai-teh.
Medical Team in Hainan Island: China Reconstructs, No. 12,
1958.

Health team in minority area.
PNz29

Kweichow Licks Malaria..Peking Review, No. 9, 1962.
Short article on how depressed national minorities benefit by

PN240

/ias; Peking Review, No.29, 1962.
and N!7. Maternity benefits expanded.

rlN231

Health Work in Kweichow: Peking Review, No. 30, 1962.
Conquest of malaria; spread of hygiene.

PN232

Medicarc for Tibetan:s: Feking Revievr, No. 8, 1963.

PN233

Two

PN234

prouince:

Medical Seroice for the Sea Islands: China Reconstructs, No. 11,
China Sea island.

PN241

A Tibetan Doctor: China Reconstructs, No.
Work of Tibetan peasant doctor.

PN242

A Hospital on Cnnelbacft: China Reconstructs, No. 9, 1971.
Medical team in Gobi desert.

PN243

Eterybody works for good health: China Reconstructs, No.

d

1971.

ll,

197t.
Chengtzushan production team, Mangp?ng_ commune, Yunnan
province and its health measures; use of herbs.

PN244

HealthVork deoebps i.n Tibet: Peking Review, March 1972.
Medical teams in Tibet.

PN245

Medical Teottts in Tibet: China Reconsrructs, No. 5, 1975.
In tuly 1973, the government decided to organise eight special
medical teams to help Tibet develop its medical work, training
of personnel and scientific research more rapidly.

Boohs on Uighur Medici.ne: Peking Review, No. 8, 1964.

Inner M_oy?olin Reoisited: Ma Hai-teh, China Reconstructs,

No. 9,
46

in a Border

t970.
PLA medical tearn, Kwangchow command, give service to South

education and hospitals.
PN230

Great Deueloptnsnt of Medical Seroice
Peking Review, No. 40, 1970.
Short article on Yunnan.

Beating Malar.iain S_zemao: People,s China, No. 15, 1955.
-S^z9pao,

Medical Team on the Plateau: China Pictorial, No. 6,1970.
otth. PT A organise a medical team to go far
into the Chinghai-Tibet plateau.

No. 22 Hospiqal

1965.

47

Traditional Medicine

and a traditional practitioner of Chinese midwifery and treatment

of women's ailments with a

secret prescription handed down
through fourteen generations and now made generally available
for research and clinical use.
PN251

825

_fgpi"e, !\ de, Segonzac, Heinemann, 1956, Chapter
XVII, 'Medicine old and new'.
Yfg_f9r_

Visit to an old-style herbalist doctor. Collaboration between old
and new medical techniques.

8.26

PN252

Long March to Freedotm: Stuart and Roma Gelder, Hutchinson
1962, Chapter 9, 'A Tour of Tung Ren'.

See also:

PN254

Studying traditional Chi.nese medicine: Peking Review, No. 38,
1961.

Combination of traditional Chinese with l7estern medicine"

Integration of traditional and modern medicine.

PN256

A traditional medicine sho2: China Reconstructs, No. 3,

pp.3-18, Ralph C Croizier on'Traditional Medicine as a basis

PNz57

Medicitw town reaioed: Peking Review, No. 7, 1963.
About South China's main trading centre of traditional medi-

pp.l27-140.

for Chinese medical practice'.

cines

**
PN2,16

, No. 4, 1956.

PN258

Vestern and Chinese traditional medicine; history of the combiPrecbus Medical Heritage: China Reconstructs, No. 3, 1958.
Report by two Russian doctors.

PN248

New Achieoements
40, 1958.

in

Chinese Medic.ine: Peking Review, No.

appendicitis, gall stones,
mb, kidney trouble, snakes diseases.

Integtaling Chinese and V(/estern Medicine: Peking Review, No.
43' 1958'
e campaign to promote the synthesis of
Western medicine; to collect and preserve
c.

The Story ol TwotYomen Doctors: Peking Review, No. 7, 1959.
Valuable cooperation between a western-trained woman doctor

1962.

Changshichen.

Ginseng: China's famous medicinal root.' China Reconstructs,
1964.

om first exhibition of traditionel Chinese medicine at the
\Yellcome Museum: British Medical Journal, No. 1, 1955, p.930"
Opened by Joseph Needham.

PN259

Report

PN26O

Arccient remed;ies and our medi,cated society: Morning Star,

nation.
Pl:1247

-

No. 5,

medicine.

t956.

48

p.l8l5

Medicine in China: British Medical Journal, No. 2, 1960,
(Lecture).
Traditional and STestern style medicine.

Fracture Treatmemt: China Reconstructs, No. 12, 1961.
Treatment by combination of Western and traditional medicine"

B8

PN250

1959.

PN255

Chapter 8, 'Traditional and Western Medicine,.

PN249

lQ

PNz53

pp.184229.
Important section on maditional medicine in modern China.

82

Bt0

Learning from Anci.ent Chinds Medicine: China Reconstructs,

No.

Practice of old and new medicind in a Peking Hospital.

BI

Textbooks for Chinese Medicine: Peking Review, No. 29, 1959.
Organisation
Orsanisation for the preparation
DreDaration of textbooks of traditional Chinese medicine at the five main schools of traditional Chinese
medicine (Peking, Shanghai, Canton, Chengtu and Nankiog).

13.10.1969.

PN26I

Maki.ng the anci.ent stotehowe of Chinese medicine se,rve the
people: China Reconstructs, No. 3, 1970.
Treatment with herbs.

PNz62

Using Chinese medicinal herbs to serue the people better: Peking
Review, No. 52, 1970.
Examples of how Chinese medical workers are pufting medicinal
herbs to better use.

PN263

Creating a new Chi.nese medicine: China Reconstructs, No. 12,

L97t.
Account of the combination of western and traditional medicine,
starting from 1958, by doctors at No. 157 Hospital of the FLA
in Kwangchow province.
49

PNz64

Traditbnal Medicine in modern China: Ralph Croizier, Journal
of Oriental Studies, lanuary 1972.

PN265

Ancicnt Medicines: Times of Malta, 10.8.1972.

PN266

Medicine: the best of both woflds: peter Fisher, China Now,

Acupuncture

January 1973.

The. politically based policy

of the coordination of western and
traditional medicine in China and the results as seen in a visit

in 1972.
PNz67
PNz68
PN269

i;*"Kflffi3"r,?;#,K::';S;;lo

rn

op p

os

ition t o

BZ7

int e gr a-

P_hryqif7. and studying med.icin^at herbs: C-hina Reconstructs,
No.2,1974.
Herbs: more and, better gilrsmg.. China Reconsftucts, No. 4,

of nany dkeoses.. Felix Mann, Heiuemann,
t972.
A general, rather light survey for the non-medical rcader who
wants a grasp of acupuncture in a few hours.

Acup_uncture, cure

B.28

of
rs,

1974.

PN270

?:tt gt tllggld and the new: A J Smith, British Medical Journal,
J8 May 1974, p.367.

Priority
Lrriority given
gi
to combination of chinese traditional and v/estern
a--- I-

mod91n' medicine; Irorvrrvq
historical background;
u49a5ruurlu, clinical trials of herbai
remediesl
:emediesl treatment of fractures wltho,rt
wlthout iplarter; cupping; ;o*i_
bustion, acupuncture.

PN27T

New contributbms of aeteran doctors: China features, peking

B30

The Treatment of Disease by Acupuncture: Felix Manu, Heine-

matn, 1974.

t974.

PN272

PN273

Herbal anaesthes.ia: tradition:al method rediscooered,: China Reconstructs, No. 2, 1975.
Also in the same number, Surgery with herbal qnaesthes.ia.

PN274

Herbal

medic,i,n:es

a boon to Co-op medical care: China Recon-

structs, No. 3, 1975.
PN275

New uses for ancient herbs: Gertrude Copperman and Reuben
Copperman, New China, Vol. l, No.2, 1975.

PN276

\-*ilf"lresults of combining

PN277

Chinese and Western medicine:

China Features, September 1975.
Survey of results of using both types of medicine.
Gallstones remoted witlwut sutgery: China Reconstructs, No.

lo, t975.

Successful removal
medicine.
50

of gallstones using uaditional and

western

ous common diseases. Many clear diagrams.
See also:

85
88

pp.299-301, acupuncture for deaf children.

Appendix J, description

of an electrcstimulator used in

puncture treatment and anaesthesia.

89

acu-

pp.73-84.

in anaesthesia; advantages and disadvantages; selection of
patients; personal obsenrations; research.
Use

51

Bt0

pp.63-92 on acupuncrure by James Y P Chen.

PN288

***

PN276

Chinese Chen-chiu thaapy: People's China, No. 23, 1954.
Acupuncture
moderniiing an-ancient medical practice.

PN277

{hat_Ls qcupuncture?: Dana Stovickova) Eastern Horizon, Vol. I,

-

No. 8,

To be a reoolutionary heclth fighter boundlessly toyal to Choitman Moo: Peking Review, No. 25, 1969.
A PLA medical orderly writes about his progress in treating
many ailments by acupuncture.

: Peking Review, No. 25, 1969.

PN289

young people formerly either deaf,
cured by acupuncture

1961.

n;|rffi*lY

PN278
PN290
PNz79

. 19,1962.
re his left kidney

PN28O

Acufiincture: the scientific
zon, Vol. 3, No.

PN281

d 1964.

eo,i.dence:

Han Suyin, Eastern Hori-

Chinese Traditional Medicine: an Obseroation on Acupuncture:
Eelix Mann, Far East Reporter (no date), reprint from China

Quarterly, 1965.

No disease is incurabb: China Reconstructs, No. 6, 1970.
Revolutionary leading group of Chienyang commune health
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